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The Evolution of the
Warhammer Solar System
by Wim van Gruisen

T

What were we to do? Rewriting the articles would
be one possibility – but in some cases this is
difficult. The Sources of Magic article is quite
dependent on there being just nine heavenly
bodies: the sun, the two moons and the six other
planets. This corresponds nicely to the eight
colours of magic, plus Dhar. Adding three more
planets sort of spoils the symmetry. One
possibility would have been to omit the planetary
correspondences from the article, but that would
diminish its value. In the end, we decided not to
add the three new planets. They are considered
magically inert – but if you want to use them, you
can make them correspond to necromancy,
demonology, shamanism and other icky stuff, for
example.

his issue of Liber Fanatica contains a
number of articles about astrology and magic
in which the Warhammer solar system plays a
role. This system has been described in The
Burning Shore, a novel by Robert Earl, and that is
the source we used.
According to The Burning Shore, the solar system
of the Warhammer world has seven planets. In
order of proximity to the sun, these planets are
Charyb, Deiamol (‘the burning world’), Tigris, the
Warhammer world, Verdra, Lokratia and
Obscuria. There are hints that an eighth planet
exists, but this planet is not named or specified,
so we ignored it.
Now, do you remember that, in the real world, we
lost a planet last year? Our solar system went
from nine to eight planets when Pluto was
demoted to dwarf status. In fantasy settings the
inverse can happen – and if it does, it usually
happens at the worst possible moment.

It might have been a bit easier to insert the new
planets into the Astrology and Natal Chart
articles. However, knowing only the planets’
names, we would rather not assign meanings
that could be contradicted in official sources. And
besides, rewriting those articles at this point
would mean time lost in a new round of
proofreading, re-rewriting, and so on. Using the
new planets in the astrology articles but not in
the Sources of Magic article is also something we
wanted to avoid. So in the end, we decided to
leave the articles as they were. For now, anyway.
When the Tome of Salvation is published and we
find out what the new solar system looks like,
perhaps we will write updates for the articles and
post them on our website for you to download.
And perhaps we won’t, instead leaving you with
three new planets to use as you wish.

The articles were written, proofread, rewritten,
checked for spelling errors, rewritten again, and
we were preparing everything for print. Then we
heard that the upcoming Tome of Salvation will
provide details about the WFRP solar system. The
good news is that this information will also be
based on The Burning Shore. The names of the
planets and their order remain the same. The bad
news is that not only an eight planet is
introduced, but a ninth and a tenth are as well.
Isharna, Loekia and Voelia can be found between
the orbits of Lokratia and Obscuria.
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The Mechanics of Planetary Motion
by Wim van Gruisen

F

or a number of articles in this issue, it is
important to determine the positions of the
planets in the zodiac. This is a rather boring
chore, involving lots of dice rolls and
computations, particularly if you want to
determine the natal charts of a dozen different
NPCs, or if the wizard in your group regularly
asks about the position of all the planets. Please
excuse us for that. At the end, some alternative
methods are suggested.

This text asks you to roll some ususual dice –
d40, d60 and d80. So, if you still have foursided, six-sided and eight-sided dice lying
around, here’s your chance to use them again.
For a d40, roll a d4 for the “tens” value and a
d10 for the “ones” value. For any result over
40, subtract 40. So if you roll a 4 on the d4
and a 6 on the d10, the result would be 46.
After correction, the value would be 6.

This article is based on the Star Sign table (WFRP
rulebook, page 25), which is consulted to see
where in the zodiac the planets are placed at any
given moment. Modifiers may produce values of
less than 1 or more than 100 on the table. In
such cases, add or subtract 100 from the value to
get back within the range.

If you are a hardcore WFRP fanatic and have
chucked away all your dice which weren’t tensided, or if you want to do everything with ten
and hundred-sided dice as a matter of
principle, you can simulate the d40, d60 and
d80 by rolling d100/2.5, d100/1.667 and
d100/1.25 respectively. Have fun!

Sun: Use the Star Sign table on p. 25 of the
rulebook. Note the number; this is the Sun
Number. It is needed to determine the position of
the planets that are closer to the sun than the
Warhammer world.
Mannslieb: Use the Star Sign table on p. 25 of
the rulebook. Roll again to determine the moon’s
phase:
Roll
Phase
01-10
New moon
11-25
Waxing toward half moon
26-35
Half moon
36-50
Waxing toward full moon
51-60
Full moon
61-75
Waning toward half moon
76-85
Half moon
86-00
Waning toward half moon
The fuller the moon is, the more significant its
influence.
Morrslieb:
is:
Roll
01-65
66-95
96-99
00

First determine how visible the moon
Visibility
Not visible at all
Growing stronger day by day
Almost full or full
Waning

If the moon is visible, use the Star Sign table on
p. 25 of the rulebook.
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The inner planets (those closer to the Sun than
the Warhammer World) are always leading or
trailing the sun. For these planets, their distance
to the sun is measured using the Star Sign table.
If the modified result falls outside the range of 01
to 100, then add or subtract 100 to get a valid
result.

Planetary motions are, in reality, a lot more
complicated and less random than how they
are represented by the mechanics here. A year
on Charyb (the planet closest to the sun) lasts
only 80 days, while at the outer perimeter of
the solar system, a year on Obscuria lasts 300
Warhammer years. In other words, Obscuria
would remain in the same star sign for fifteen
years – twice as long in Gnuthus the Ox. But
where would the fun in that be? So we
approached the inner planets somewhat
realistically, but the outer ones less so. And
no realism is attempted at all where the
motion of Morrslieb is concerned. Our
justification, if necessary, is that the collapse
of the warp gates threw the solar system into
turmoil, sending a number of planets into
erratic orbits.

Charyb: Always leads or trails the sun.
Roll a d40, add the Sun Number and subtract 20.
This gives Charyb a position within 20 places of
the Sun.
Deiamol: Always leads or trails the sun, but at a
larger distance than Charyb.
Roll a d60, add the Sun Number and subtract 30.
Tigris: Like the other inner planets, Tigris always
leads or trails the sun.
Roll a d80, add the Sun Number and subtract 40.

Again, rolling all these dice to determine the
positions of the planets can be tedious. We made
the task a bit easier for you though. From the
Liber Fanatica website, you can download a
spreadsheet (called zodiac.xls at
www.liberfanatica.net/Addenda.html) which does
all the computations for you. Random dice-rolling
is not the only way to determine the positions of
the planets, by the way. Someone suggested that
players determine their characters’ natal charts
by throwing darts at a dart board (one dart for
each planet), which is certainly a charming idea.
Furthermore, if a GM thinks that having
Mannslieb residing in Mummit the Fool is good
for the story, he can just place it there instead of
relying on the dice.

Outer Planets: roll on the Star Sign table on
page 25 of the rulebook. The outer planets are
Verdra, Lokratia, Isharnia, Loekia, Voelia and
Obscuria.
When drawing a natal chart (see the Natal Chart
article), the positions of the Ascendant, Medium
Coeli, Descendant and Imum Coeli are important.
These four positions are equidistant to each
other. In other words, on our 1 to 100 table they
are always 25 numbers apart.
Ascendant: Roll on the Star Sign table on page 25
of the rulebook.
Medium Coeli: Ascendant + 25
Descendant: Medium Coeli + 25
Imum Coeli: Descendant + 25
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Reading the Stars
by Wim van Gruisen

I

t is well known that the movements of the
sun, the moon and the stars influence those
who were born under them. Women’s monthly
cycles are regulated by the waning and waxing of
Mannslieb, and those unfortunates who suffer
from lycanthropy are governed by the moon’s
whims as well. The cycle of the sun regulates the
coming and going of the seasons, and the best
times to plant new seeds or to harvest their fruits
is determined by its passing. Heavenly bodies
clearly influence everyone’s life (only lunatics
would argue otherwise), and the science that
studies their impact is called astrology.

The Sun is the main object in the sky. It
stands for illumination, enlightenment,
wisdom and truth. The place of the sun in the
zodiac at the time of someone’s birth
determines his star sign.
Mannslieb, the major moon, is the sign of
dreams and thus also of inspiration,
predictions and fortune.
Morrslieb is the Chaos moon. Its appearance
is never a sign of good news, but the omen is
doubly dark when the moon is in the
Witchling Star.

A large field of stars surrounds the earth; we can
see it at night when the sky is clear. In this field,
groups of stars form constellations, or star signs.
These stars are fixed; their positions relative to
each other never change. Each star sign
represents a force that influences our lives. Next
to those fixed stars there are a number of other
bodies moving through the sky. We distinguish

Charyb bears the signs of logic, knowledge
and money.
Deiamol, the burning planet, rules passions
and love.
Tigris guides people’s instincts.
Verdra rules over life, fertility and progeny.
Lokratia, a planet with a crust pockmarked
by craters, covers change, endings and death.
Obscuria is, as the name suggests, difficult to
observe (-10 on Astronomy tests to find it). It
is the planet of secrets and misdirection.
Further, if Obscuria is located in the same
star sign as another planet, it reverses the
meaning of that planet.
the sun, the moons Mannslieb and Morrslieb,
and a number of wandering stars that we refer to,
using an arcane word, as planets. These moving
bodies all follow the same path, a path that
crosses twenty constellations which together form
the zodiac. The list of these star signs can be
found in the WFRP rulebook (page 25, table 212).
These wandering stars carry meaning just like
the constellations do, and the position of a
wandering body relative to the constellations
indicates a combination of influences and
meanings that guide our lives. A wandering star
or constellation doesn’t carry meaning on its
own; it is the combination of the two that is
significant. The meanings of the star signs are
already listed in the rulebook and in the WFRP
Companion. This article briefly discusses what
the sun, the moons and the planets represent,
and goes on to discuss ways of “reading the
stars”.
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lead to progeny. Or Jacob’s children may appear
to be hedonistic, but aren’t really.

Determining a horoscope
To determine the positions of the sun, moons and
planets in the zodiac, check the article “The
Mechanics of Planetary Motion” on pages 56.
Then determine what each combination of
planets and star signs can mean, and put all this
together into a (relatively) coherent story.

This reading gives the astrologer a number of
snippets of prophecy, which he then combines
into one story. Something like this (but with a lot
more mumbo-jumbo):
Jacob is in a situation where he doesn’t know if
his love is being reciprocated (Deiamol). The
positions of both the Sun and Charyb suggest that
it isn’t, and this will become clear shortly. Verdra
and Obscuria show that, although it seems like
Jacob’s hedonistic life will lead to a family and
progeny, this isn’t true. Lokratia states though,
that if Jacob acts with care and precision, he can
end his current situation. Some combat will be
necessary according to Morrslieb; a combat which
will have an adverse outcome, but Mannslieb
shows that if Jacob is courageous, he will be able
to fulfil his dreams. Moreover, Tigris states that if
Jacob trusts his instincts he will endure, and
emerge from his current situation a stronger man.

Example: Jacob Liebling is having doubts about
his relationship. At the fair, he sees a two-penny
astrologer, pays the man a shilling and asks him
how to proceed. The astrologer asks Jacob his
star sign (which is the Greased Goat) and draws
a horoscope. The GM begins rolling dice:
Sun: The GM rolls an 84 – the Greased Goat. The
same star sign as Jacob. Illumination and
enlightenment being the signs of the sun, this is
what Jacob can expect shortly. Or perhaps, as
the Greased Goat is the sign of denied passions,
he may gain some insight to why his passions are
denied.
Mannslieb: This moon is full (59) and in the
house of Dragomas the Drake (26), the sign of
courage. Mannslieb stands for inspiration,
dreams, and so on, implying that if Jacob is
courageous, he will be able to fulfil his dreams.

Whether this story is anywhere near the truth
depends on the astrologer’s proficiency at
determining the stars’ positions and interpreting
them. But let’s be honest, he is a two-penny
astrologer at a country fair – would you trust
such a man’s prophecies?

Morrslieb: Just visible (63). The Chaos moon is
located in Grungni’s Baldric (38), the sign of
martial pursuits. This seems to indicate that
future combats will have a slightly adverse
outcome.
Charyb: 82. Like the Sun, Charyb too is in the
Greased Goat,, the sign of denied passions. In
addition to insight and understanding, Jacob will
also gain full knowledge of why his passions are
denied.
Deiamol: 74. Deiamol is in Vobist the Faint, the
sign of darkness and uncertainty. With Deiamol
standing for passion, it seems that Jacob is
unsure about his passions, or how they are
reciprocated.
Tigris: 4. Tigris, which stands for instinct, is
located in Wymond the Anchorite, the sign of
enduring. It seems that if Jacob follows his
instinct, he will endure.
Verdra: 61. The Drummer, sign of excess and
hedonism. Verdra stands for life, fertility and
progeny. It seems that Jacob’s life of excess will
lead to progeny, or perhaps his children will lead
hedonistic lives.
Lokratia: 15. The Limner’s Line, sign of precision.
Lokratia stands for death, endings and change.
This is a difficult fortune to interpret – perhaps it
signifies that an ending or point of change can be
predicted with precision. Or it could mean that
acting carefully and precisely may lead to (or
prevent) death.
Obscuria: 63. The Drummer is the same
constellation as Verdra, so that planet’s prophecy
is now reversed. Leading a life of excess will not
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of skill and learning) or The Witchling Star (sign
of magic). Furthermore, Mannslieb, which stands
for inspiration and dreams, should be in the sign
of Mummit the Fool (Sanna’s own star sign).

Picking the right day
People don’t only use astrology to see what the
future holds for them. They also understand that
it is wise to wait with important ventures until
the planets are in the right positions, because the
success of any venture is influenced by the stars
and planets.

The GM rolls a d100 and gets 27. Sanna would
thus have to wait 27 x 4 days (108). This number
is divided by 3 because she picked three different
star signs – so 36 days for Tigris alone to enter
an acceptable sign. A d10 is rolled for Mannslieb
(which must also be in a good position) with a
result of 4. Sanna will have to wait (36 x 4 = 144)
days to find both Tigris and Mannslieb in a good
position to find her familiar.

Say a merchant wants to open a new shop. An
auspicious day would be when Charyb (Planet of
Knowledge) is in Cackelfax the Cockerel (Sign of
Money and Merchants). A Warhammer year
lasting 400 days, the merchant generally has to
wait 1d100 x 4 days for Charyb to enter the
Cockerel. But this day only coincides with the
position of one planet. If the merchant wants a
second planet at a specific position, he will have
to roll a d10 and multiply by the original
outcome. And multiply by another d10 for every
other heavenly body that needs to be in a specific
position.

Now, it could be that on the designated day, one
of the other planets is in an unfavourable
position. Obscuria might appear in the sign of the
Trickster that day, which would indicate an
unreliable familiar. If Sanna doesn’t want to look
for a familiar on that day, she will have to wait
another (4 x d100)/3 x d10 days for the next time
when the stars are right.

For each celestial body not predetermined,
calculate its position as indicated in the article
“The Mechanics of Planetary Motion”. Those
bodies may end up in unfavourable star signs. If
our merchant therefore decides not to proceed on
that date, he will have to wait another d100 x 4
days, multiplied again by d10s equal to the
number of additional planets with predetermined
positions.

As indicated in The Mechanics of Planetary
Motion, rolling dice like this (or using the zodiac
spreadsheet) is only one way to determine the
positions of planets. The GM is free to just pick a
number at his discretion that contributes to the
plot. The GM should also decide how strong the
astrological influence of the Sun, moons and
planets actually is. Is it all just superstition, or
do the stars have tangible influence on the
Warhammer world? The first option may be
simpler, but the second adds spice to the setting
and makes it a bit less like the humdrum world
we call reality.

If a number of different star signs are acceptable
for the first planet, then divide the 1d100 x 4
result by the number of acceptable star signs (up
to a maximum of 4), then roll a die to determine
which of those it ends up in.
The questor may not care about timing his
venture for when the stars are right, but just
wants to avoid a time when the stars are wrong.
In such cases, determine the positions of the
planets on the first day when the venture could
take place, and check whether any of them are in
the wrong star signs. If so, they will remain there
for another 2d10 days.
Example: Sanna, a witch, wants to find a
familiar. A familiar, she believes, would be
covered by the planet Tigris, and thus she wants
Tigris to be in one of the following signs: Gnuthus
the Ox (sign of dutiful service), the Bonesaw (sign
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The Natal Chart
by Wim van Gruisen

W

The major houses and their meanings are
described below.
The Rising House
This house is determined by the character’s
ascendant; the position in the zodiac which was
rising on the eastern horizon at the exact
moment the character was born. This house
determines a character’s appearance, outward
identity, self-image, and the way that people
regard him.

hen an astrologer wants to draw
someone’s horoscope, looking at the
positions of planets in the zodiac is a bit
unsatisfactory. After all, the planets are in the
same position whoever the querent is.
Horoscopes drawn in this way are rarely
personal, but predict roughly the same future for
anyone who is asking.
In order to draw someone’s personal horoscope,
the astrologer should use that person’s natal
chart. A natal chart is based on the positions of
the sun, moon and planets at the moment that
person was born, and from there determines the
positions of the astrological houses for that
person. Since even a quarter mile, or a quarter of
an hour, can make a difference to the natal
chart, these charts are unique for each person,
and thus a good tool to draw a personal
horoscope. The astrologer drawing a horoscope
will interpret the positions of the heavenly bodies
with regard to the houses on the natal chart,
instead of with regard to their places in the
different star signs.

Midheaven’s house
This house is determined by the character’s
Medium Coeli; the position in the zodiac that is
highest in the heavens at the moment of birth. It
determines a person’s status, career, and
aspirations.
The Sinking House
This house is determined by the character’s
descendant; the position in the zodiac which was
descending on the western horizon at the exact
moment of birth. This house predicts a
character’s relationships to others and prospects
for marriage.

As the positions of several houses must be
determined by the exact time and place of birth,
and people are usually not paying attention to
the stars at that time, a natal chart cannot be
determined accurately for many persons.
Astrologers who claim that they can do so are
usually charlatans and conmen. Nobility and rich
burghers may hire an astrologer to watch the
heavens when they are expecting babies, so that
a good natal chart can be drawn for their
offspring. Less fortunate families might consult
the village witch instead.

Midnight’s House
This house is determined by the character’s
Imum Coeli; a position in the zodiac that is
mostly hidden from observation at the other side
of the earth. Imum Coeli is opposite the Medium
Coeli in the circle of the zodiac. Midnight’s house
signifies a person’s roots and foundations.
The following houses are governed by the Sun,
moons and stars. Their positions on a natal chart
are determined by the location of that body at the
time of the character’s birth.

“Hans, quick, run to the Graf. Tell him that if the
Gravin can keep her little tot inside for another
thirty-eight minutes, he will be born under the sign
of Dragomas the Drake – and he will become a
great and courageous leader. Go – run, my boy!”
- Melchior Windesheim, court astrologer,
to his apprentice Hans

The House of the Sun (also known as Star
Sign)
This house is governed by the sun. Since the sun
moves slowly through the zodiac, taking about
twenty days to travel from one star sign to the
next, determining the House of the Sun is not as
hard as the other ones. People usually know the
position of this house as their star sign. The
positions of the planets in this house directly
influence a character’s current situation and
near future.
The House of Manann (also known as The
House of Dreams)
Mannslieb governs this house. It rules a person’s
inspirations and long-term goals.
The House of Chaos (often referred to
erroneously as The House of Morr)
This house is governed by Morrslieb. It indicates
how Chaos will cross the character’s path and
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house occupies a spread of seven positions, the
central position of the house being flanked by
three positions on each side. So if the central
position of a house is 34, the house is positioned
on the zodiac from 31 to 37, in The Gloaming and
in Grungni’s Baldric.

influence his life. With regard to the Chaos Gods,
the question is never “whether” – all men’s lives
will be influenced by them. The relevant
questions are “how”, “when” and “how seriously”.
The House of Knowledge
This house is governed by Charyb. It governs a
character’s prosperity and status in life.

Houses can partially or completely overlap (this is
different from how the houses of the zodiac work
in real-world astrology). There is no problem with
that.

The House of Fire
Governed by Deiamol, this house rules a
character’s passions.
The House of Primal Urges
This house is governed by Tigris. It controls a
character’s instincts.

Reading Someone’s Horoscope
There are two ways to read someone’s horoscope;
one for long term predictions and another for
short term ones. For a long term horoscope,
determine the natal chart. The positions of the
houses in this chart with regard to the star signs
shows what a person’s life will be like.

The House of Life
This house is governed by Verdra. It influences a
character’s health and fertility.
The House of Death (also known as The House
of Morr)
Governed by Lokratia, this house provides insight
to the end of a character’s life; the occasion when
he will enter Morr’s kingdom (if Khaine does not
get him first). The House of Death has a major
influence on a character’s Dooming (WFRP page
172).

A short term horoscope is based on a person’s
natal chart. The current position of the planets in
the zodiac is determined, and these will then be
related not to the signs of the zodiac, but to the
houses in the natal chart. A planet currently
residing within a house exerts influence upon
that house; the closer to the central number, the
stronger that influence. Generally, positions
below the central number of a house indicate
things that have happened already, with
consequences influencing the character.
Positions higher than the central number
indicate things that will happen in the near
future.

The House of Secrets (or The Hidden House)
This house is governed by Obscuria. Astrologers
are still debating what this house stands for (and
if it even exists), but a consensus is forming that
this house stands for secrets. Whether this
means secrets kept by the character or secrets
hidden from the character remains a point of
debate.

This horoscope can only be drawn if a natal chart
is known, or can be determined. When this isn’t
the case, an astrologer can only look at the
position of the planets in the zodiac.

Drawing a Natal Chart
The table of star signs on page 25 of the WFRP
rulebook represents the band of the zodiac. The
thirteen houses are placed on this table. Each

Star Signs: the When and Why of them
by James Jester

T

he purpose of this article is to back up some
of the descriptions behind the star signs with
game statistics. Most importantly, these rules
are meant to add a little more colour to your
characters, and are used at your discretion.
There has been no real attempt to make the
different star signs game effects balanced, and
some are definitely better than others, but they
are all equally interesting to roleplay.

rolling on the table how much his character’s
starting sign has influenced his development. If
the player wishes the star sign to have been more
influential, then he spends his free advance to
roll on the table and suffers or benefits from the
Possible Effect. If the player does not wish to
spend his starting free advance on this roll, then
he still rolls on the table to determine his star
sign, but does not suffer the effect.

The table on the follow page should be used after
your initial stats are rolled up, but before
generating any of your random, regional or racial
skills and talents. The player must decide before

The 20 star signs have also been placed within
their respective areas of the calendar. This is not
official canon, but was done using best guesses
and knowledge of the Warhammer calendar.
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% Roll

Sign

01-05

Wymund the AnchoriteThe Sign of Enduring

06-10

The Big CrossThe Sign of Clarity

11-15
16-25
26-30
31-35

The Limner’s LineThe Sign of Precision
Gnuthus the OxThe Sign of Dutifull Service
Dragomas the DrakeThe Sign of Courage
The GloamingThe Sign of Illusion and Mystery

36-40

Grungi’s BaldricThe Sign of Martial Pursuits

41-45

Mammit the WiseThe Sign of Wisdom

46-50
51-55
56-60
61-65
66-70
71-75
76-80
81-85

Mummit the FoolThe Sign of the Indistinct
The Two BullocksThe Sign of Fertility and Craftsmanship
The DancerThe Sign of Love and Attraction
The DrummerThe Sign of Excess and Hedonism
The PiperThe Sign of the Trickster
Vobist the FaintThe Sign of Darkness and Uncertainty
The Broken CartThe Sign of Pride
The Greased GoatThe Sign of Denied Passions

86-90

Rhya’s CauldronThe Sign of Mercy, Death, and Creation

91-95

Cackelfax the CockerelThe Sign of Money and Merchants

96-98

The BonesawThe Sign of Skill and Learning

99-00

The Witchling StarThe Sign of Magic

Calendar days

Possible Effect
Lose
-1D10%/2
from WP or
11th of ForeWitching
AG,
Gain
+1D10%/2
to INT,
- 30th of Fore Witching
Gain Hardy Talent.
Gain +1D10%/2 to INT,
31st of Fore Witching
Gain
Perception Skill, Gain
- 16th of After Witching
Strong Minded Talent.
17th of After Witching Gain Artistic Talent Or Gain
-4th of Year Turn
+1D10%/2 to WS Or BS
5th of Year Turn
Gain +1D10%/2 to WP
-10th of Plough Tide
11th of Plough Tide
Gain +1D10%/2 to S Or WP
- 30th of Plough Tide
Or FEL
31st of Plough Tide
Gain +1D10%/2 to WP
- 17th of Sigmar Tide
Gain +1D10%/2 to WS Or
18th of Sigmar Tide
T. Also may roll your career
– 4th of Summer Tide
on the Military background
table.*
Gain +1d10%/2 to INT and
th
5 of Summer Tide
Gain Academic
- 24th of Summer Tide
Knowledge(any one)
25th of Summer Tide
Gain Luck Talent
-10th of Fore Mystery
11th of Fore Mystery
Gain +1D10%/2 to FEL and
- 30th of Fore Mystery
Gain Artistic Talent
31st of Fore Mystery
Gain Suave Talent
- 16th of After Mystery
17th of After Mystery
Gain Consume Alcohol Skill
- 4th of Harvest Tide
5th of Harvest Tide
Gain +1D10%/2 to FEL and
- 24th of Harvest Tide
Gain Schemer Talent
25th of Harvest Tide
Gain +1D10 Insanity Points
- 10th of Brew Month
11th Of Brew Month
May start as Noble career.
- 30th of Brew Month
31st of Brew Month
Lose -1 Fate Point, Lose –
-17th of Chill Month
1D10/2 to Fel
Gain
Fearless
Talent and
18th of Chill Month
Gain Hatred of Mutants
th
- 4 of Ulric Tide
Talent.**
Gain Dealmaker Talent and
5th of Ulric Tide
also may roll your career on
- 24th of Ulric Tide
the Mercantile background
table.*
Gain +1D10%/2 INT and
also may roll your career on
25th of Ulric Tide
the Bourgeois background
- 2nd of Fore Witching
table.*
3rd of Fore Witching
Gain +1d10%/2 WP and +1
- 10th of Fore Witching
to MAG score***
the 20 star signs of the Old World and was a direct
inspiration for this article.

* See Liber Fanatica I for the modified background
tables mentioned in these entries. If you do not have
Liber Fanatic I, then your GM should allow you to pick
a particular career with the background mentioned
** Hatred of Mutants functions the same way as
Grudge Born Fury, but only towards mutants.
*** The Witchling Star Sign can allow a newly
generated character to start with a 1 MAG score. This
does not allow the character to cast any spells until he
learns a Lore or individual spells. It is up to the GM if
this counts as an advance or it could allow the
character to have a Magic score of 5 at Wizard Lord.

The table above uses the same percentile rolls to
determine the star sign as in the core rulebook. As the
star signs have been broken down into the actual days
that they fall on, it could be helpful to generate the
actual birthday of the character. An excellent method
for determining a birth date is available from David
Graffam at
http://www.davesgames.net/wfrp2/pdf/birthdatemorrslieb.pdf

The excellent article within the WFRP Companion by
Kevin Hamilton and Robert J. Schwalb expanded upon
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An Astrologer’s Instruments
by Wim van Gruisen and Jude Hornborg
created and maintained by Dwarven Engineers,
and can accurately predict and show
astronomical occurrences such as eclipses and
the like. A small, handheld planetarium (usually
with a wind-up mechanism) is called an orrery. A
good orrery is an instrument highly in demand by
astrologers and mages, and can give up to a +30
for determining the positions of planets.

Ephemeris: An ephemeris (plural: ephemerides)
is a book containing tables with the positions of
planets for each day of a period. Extensive ones
also show the positions of ascendant,
descendant, medium coeli and imum coeli by the
hour, or for even shorter periods. Note that
planets can only be charted from a fixed location;
a few dozen miles to the east or to the west
significantly changes the position of these points
on the zodiac. Ephemerides of Nuln and of
Talabheim would be quite different. Many
ephemerides only give the positions of the planets
for one time of the day (usually noon). An
astrologer worth his money should be able to use
this information to compute planetary positions
at other times during the day. This would be a
Hard (-20) Astrology check, or an Average (+0)
test if the astrologer has Academic Knowledge
(Mathematics).

Astrolabe: An astrolabe is an instrument used in
navigation and astrology. It indicates the
positions of different celestial bodies and
constellations at specific times. In order to use an
astrolabe properly, it must be set to the correct
date, time and latitude. Astrolabes were first
used in Araby, but have become popular in the
Old World too.
Quadrant (or Sextant): These devices are used
for measuring the altitude of celestial bodies
above the horizon. Quadrants consist of a curved
gauge mounted on a frame, and provide
measurements ranging from 0°-90° (or 0°-60° for
sextants). Most quadrants are portable handheld
devices, but larger versions may be constructed
at observatories for improved accuracy.
Navigation and Astrology tests relying upon
celestial observation receive a +10 bonus when
aided by a quadrant (+15 if an astrolabe is also
used).

The quality of books like these is measured on
different criteria. One is the physical state of the
book; is it in good condition, can the text easily
be read? However, equally important is the
quality of the information. A good quality
ephemeris can give up to +30 on the
determination of a person’s natal chart. An
ephemeris with faulty information makes any
derived natal chart worthless (but the astrologer
wouldn’t know that, if he trusts the information
in the charts).
Telescope: A telescope is an astrologer’s main
instrument for making direct observations of the
position of the planets. A good quality telescope
gives a +10 bonus on these observations.
Planetariums and Orreries: A planetarium is a
mechanical model that shows the current
positions of the world, the sun, moons and stars.
The mechanism revolves slowly, showing how
these positions change throughout the day, and
the year. The most precise planetariums, such as
the one of the Order of Verena at Wurtbad, are

Academic Knowledge – Astrology (Intelligence – Advanced)
Average Tasks:

Draw a horoscope or natal chart

Pick an auspicious day for a task
Perfect
A perfect horoscope is drawn, the positions of all the stars are computed correctly.
This horoscope gives more detail than usual or the day picked for a job is more
than perfect for it. The job is far easier than usual.
Success
The information in the horoscope is correct, the correct day is picked.
Failure
Botch
Fumble

Small mistakes were made in computing the positions of one or two stars.
Although mainly correct, the horoscope contains a few items with false
information. The day picked is wrong.
There was too much contradicting information. It was not possible to draw a
horoscope or to pick a good day for the task.
The information in the horoscope is disastrously wrong. A worse day for the task
couldn’t have been picked.
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